
 

Black Country Geological Society Field Excursion Dorset 

Friday 13th to Monday 16th September 2019 

(Led by the Dorset Geologists’ Association Group) 

Organised by: Allan Holiday (DGAG) & Andrew Harrison (BCGS) 

Leader Saturday: Richard Edmonds 

Leader Sunday: John Scott 

Monday: Steve Etches 

 

Field notes by : Ray Pratt  



Sunday: Lulworth Cove & Durdle Door 
First stop: Meet at 9.30 at Lulworth Cove car park (nearest post code: BH20 5RQ or GR: SY 

82100 80100). 

 

 Chalk. Pure, soft limestone. Dorset chalk highly impacted by tectonic movements and is 

quite hard. Not a good building stone.  

 Greensand: can be a reasonably good building stone, cemented by calcite, weathers well 

 Wealden beds soft sands with ironstones  

Stair Hole 
Beds facing the sea are Portland beds (massive, sallow marine, oolitic in parts of Portland but 

here is just bioclastic),  then towards land are the Purbeck beds of shales, marls, evaporites 

(now replaced). Where we stand is the Wealden - unconsolidated sand and clays.  

 



Stair Hole (viewed from west side) 

The traditional mechanism for the formation of these holes and bays , as outlined on the visitor 

panel, doesn't really take into account the resistance of the Purbeck beds. It has been suggested 

that this was once a quarry of the Purbeck Limestone (not shown in any textbooks). Stone could 

be easily moved out by boat. The village of Lulworth made from Purbeck limestone. 

Stair Hole formations (viewed from east side)  

Folding done during the Alpine orogeny, Pyrenean circa 44mmya (north south compression). 



As rocks starting to fold the rocks may not have been fully cemented so there was the possibility 

that we could also be seeing sliding events. However, the folds require some form of plasticity 

which indicates deformation at depth where sliding would not occur. There could be some 

accommodation movement along shale bands. John suggests only buried 500m.  (I think he could 

be wrong on this).

 

The Purbeck environment was lagoonal, restricted circulation with the western side just the other 

side of Weymouth and the eastern edge in Germany (some lagoon). Initially was a closed lagoon 

without marine incursions. Basal beds contained evaporites (today find pseudomorph's ). A bit 

higher we have a grey bed called the cinder bed which is full of oysters, which represents the first 

marine incursion into the lagoon. Following this we see cyclic marine incursions reverting back 

to a freshwater environment before another incursion. 



The top bed is a limestone with (vivi paris ?) a freshwater gastropod. Then get the fluviatile 

Wealden strata. Folding commenced during the late Cimmerian period (200-150mmya) and 

Alpine phases creating the 3 major anticlines (Marshwood, Weymouth and Purbeck). Movement 

was still ongoing during the Wealden before deposition of the Gault Clay. There was lots of 

erosion going on with Jurassic fossils being redeposited in the Purbeck beds (Worbarrow Tout).   

Variscan orogeny gave underlying EW structures with deep seated faults. Lots or erosion during 

the Permian and Triassic. Breaking up of Pangea caused space for further deposition in basins in 

the area. Cimmerian movement during early Cretaceous. More directed structures coming up . 

During Alpine orogeny existing normal faults became reverse faults. The Purbeck fault, was 

originally a normal fault and is now a reverse fault. Explains variability in thickness across the 

fault of the Wealden 

Major work on faults in the area undertaken by Arkell in 1947,  which is still used to this day 

Lulworth Cove. 
Formed at the mouth of a river valley. Also follow the line of a possible fault 

Lulworth cove looking east from the west side 

Walk down into Lulworth cove and walk to the western point of the bay, Look at the UNIL beds 

named after the bivalve contained within. Purbeck marble (with the Vivi Paris Gastropod)  lies 

above it.. 

 

The UNIL beds is more of an algal limestone. 

Structures within are "higgledy piggledy" as a 

result of seismic movement whilst still 

unconsolidated.. Known as a seismite 



 

Unil bed bivalves 

 

Upper Greensand Lulworth Cove 

Cliff face of Upper Greensand with buff white horizontal bedded Pleistocene head deposits on top 

The Purbeck fault is seen in this face. The top of the Upper Greensand merges into the chalk,. 

The boundary is an unconformity with a basal conglomerate however the greensand conditions 

were still prevalent during early chalk deposition resulting in chlorite being deposited within the 

chalk. 



Basal Beds - Conglomeratic chloritic chalk. It is highly burrowed giving it a nodular appearance. 

This chalk contains chert.  

Above the chloritic chalk is  the West Melbury chalk and  zig zag chalk, not present in Lulorth. 

The diachronous equivalent is the phosphatic conglomerate, the chalk basement bed. and above 

this is  

The Dorset swell occurred during the time of chalk deposition resulting in condensed deposits 

here, with some missing time (disconformities).  

Disconformity between Chalk and greensand 

 



 

The white rock is chalk 

proper and the grey 

coloured material are 

burrows 

 

 

 

This cliff face is a major fault. Slickensides are very visible 

 

Low angle thrust 

fault in chalk 

cliff face 

 

 



  

 

The chalk is faulted in many directions. The cliff face above showing vertical bedding is actually 

showing overturned beds 

Arkell 1947 identified 12 sets of faults.. Phillips, 1968, found another set. Bevan 1985 reduced it 

to 3 conjugate sets. One of the sets of faults belong to the Purbeck faulting period, but the thrusts 

are probably Alpine. Some faults have been reactivated from normal to reverse. The chalks have 

been tectonically hardened with a porosity of just 9%. 

 



Upper Greensand  (These beds crop out on the east side of the cove) 

Upper Greensand. Deposited following the Gault clay which marks a major marine transgression 

Junction between the Greensand and the Chalk with a large landslide sliding on the Gault clay 

and covers the lower greensand 



Wealden beds with landslip caused by overlying Gault  lubricity 

 

Wealden beds. Liesegang rings can be seen in some parts of this deposit. 



Iron rich waters permeating through the Wealden rocks precipitate out to form this conglomerate 

(recent). It captures pebbles laid down when the beach was higher.  

 

Coarse sand with a liesegang ring 



Moving around to the eastern cliffs of the cove we see an extensive  vein of Beef Calcite 

 

Blocks of cliff on foreshore: 

Microbial limestone (grey) and 

interbedded marl? 

 

Blocks on foreshore:  

Seismite beds ? 

 



Eastern cliffs East Point of Lulworth cove.  Lower section contains  rare examples of 

extensive bedding plane exposures providing valuable evidence for plan-view shapes of 

mounds; their sizes and spacing.   

Here, the upper surface of the Hard Cap microbial mounds are partially exhumed on the 

bedding surface dipping to the foreground. The upper cliff comprises the Broken Beds, 

currently widely regarded as an evaporite collapse breccia.  

Purbeck Pellitoidal or Unil beds ? on a faintly rippled bedding plane. Seen close to the top of the 

eastern side of Lulworth Cove 

  



Fossil Forest 

 

Stomatolites 

During growth of trees the area was actively faulting. Relay ramps were in existence leading to 

variable thickness of accumulations. The faulting led to a drop in the land surface allowing 

lagoonal water to drown the trees. Algal growth around the base of the trees. Oval shaped rings 

are where trees had fallen and effected the growth of the algal mats. All material replaced by 

silica. 



 

 

This cliff below is made of the broken beds through salt dissolution leaving salt pseudomorph's 

and collapsed beds. (Collapse breccia). Unable to view due to path closure. Some beds made up 

of pellets 





 Durdle Door car park (nearest post code: BH20 5PU or GR: SY 81130, 

80550). 

Man o War cove on left and Durdle Door on right. Wealden here, (beds we are stood on), are 

much thinner than at Lulworth Cove 

Man O War cove. Reefs are Portland limestone. Standing on the chalk. This is the closest the 

Portland and chalk come together along the entire coast (only a few metres). In front of us is 

the Purbeck bed, similar but thinner than at Lulworth Cove,  Wealden, Greensand, Chalk. 



Tectonics has squeezed the Wealden beds out as it was not consolidated. The chalk is almost 

vertical 

View westwards from Durdle Door 

Durdle Door. Same structure as Stair Hole in Lulworth Cove 

 



 

Photos of the broken beds of the Purbeck (Lulworth 

Formation). The Purbeck is split into two formations, the 

Lulworth and the Durleston Formations. Unable to find the 

Cinder beds which include oysters and represent the first 

incursion of marine water into the lagoon. Lower Greensand 

not present.  

Beds can be seen with ripple marks, but still lagoonal. Ripple 

marks with current flowing both ways are symmetrical e.g. 

tidal. Asymmetrical indicate a unidirectional flow e.g. a river. 

 

 

 



 Nodularity a function of burrowing. Lot of chert from sponges 

 

 



 

Plenus marl. Top of Plenus Marl is the base of 

the White Chalk Group 

 

Bedding is vertical (and overturned). The Plenus 

Marl, to the left of the prominent whit chalk, is 

sheared out at the top   

 

Row of caves line the thrust plane 



Two thrust planes join. Everything here is totally crushed to clay grade particles 

 

Fault face 
 

Flints highlight vertical beds. Flints become 

crushed in fault zones. 

 



Vertical beds & flint bands cut by a thrust fault. Head deposit in the upper 2 m 

Spectacular folding highlighted by the cherts 



Large accumulation of Pleistocene head on top of the chalk. Valleys would have been created 

with the permafrost sealing the chalk then the summer melt washes the sediment into the 

valleys below, enlarging them with the abrasive sediment load. 

Spectacular fault face (conjugate faults as there are several) 



Sunday PM Remainder of the Group - Durdle Door in background 

 

 

Monday AM: The Etches Collection Museum - Kimmeridge 
(see book) 

 



Monday PM: Kimmeridge Bay  

 
View of Kimmeridge Bay looking west (from the oil facility). 

  

 
 



 
 

Cliffs on east side of Kimmeridge Bay 

 



 

A fault zone is clearly visible in this cliff face 

 

 



 



 



 

East side of the bay. The black shale overlying Maple Ledge stone band is the Kimmeridge 

oil shale (cycle C). 

Stink Corner Fault, a normal fault in cliffs of the east side of Kimmeridge bay

 



On the west side of the bay by Washing Ledge with its oil shale patrting, lies below the 

Autissiodorensis Zone, showing the ABAB type cyclicity developed there. Light brown Head 

deposit at top. 

Brown bands of the hard, finely laminated bituminous shale and the grey material is blocky 

mudstones with less organic matter but with some carbonate content 

 



 

Flats Stone Band. Conjugate fracture patterns are seen in these dolomitic stone bands. 

 

 



The stone bands that break up the Lower Kimmeridge Clay succession ,(in descending order, 

The Maple Ledge, The Washing Ledge and The Flats Stone Band), are all secondary 

dolomitic stone bands. Some show interesting compressional structures. Above photo 

showing the slickensided surface of a thrust plane 

Flats Stone Band showing compressional features. This small thrust is part of a megapolygon. 

The "breaking wave" type front of the thrust is heavily jointed. 



 

Aerial view of Flats Stone Band showing thrusts and joint patterns 

 



 

The oil is not coming from the Kimmeridge Clay which is at surface in the cliffs at 

Kimmeridge. However, such an origin is sometimes a misconception amongst the 

non-geological public, probably because the Kimmeridge Clay is the major source 

rock for the oil in the North Sea. There is no liquid oil in the exposed Kimmeridge 

cliffs, only oil-shale and bituminous shale containing kerogen, a brown waxy 

substance. The Kimmeridge Clay at Kimmeridge is not thermally mature (it has not 

been sufficiently heated by sufficiently deep burial at this particular locality). The real 

source of this oil is probably the deeper-buried, Lower Jurassic (Lias) bituminous 

shales in the offshore English Channel Basin 

The Kimmeridge field was discovered in 1959, long after the initial search for oil in 

Dorset. It began producing in 1961 ( (Gluyas et al. 2003). For a short time the 

production was up to 350 barrels a day, but later declined to about 100 BOPD and is 

now about 60 BOPD. 

The porosity of the Cornbrash limestone here is very low (around 1 percent) and 

permeability is negligible. However fracture porosity is present, and this not well 

understood. Different estimates were made for the average porosity including that 

provided by the fractures. It is very difficult to average out the variable volumes of 

fracture porosity in relation to the volume of almost non-porous limestone. The 

details of the fractures are not known, and the extent of fracture porosity is one of the 

uncertain variables. 

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/~imw/Oil-South-Bibliography.htm#Gluyas


Geological intervals in the borehole 

Lower Kimmeridge Clay 0-243m 

Corallian 243-340 

Oxford Clay 340-519 

Kellaways Beds 519-537 

Cornbrash 537-564 

Forest Marble and Fuller's Earth 564-889 

Inferior Oolite 889-909 

Bridport Sands 909-1042 

 

 

 


